It's that time of the “giving” again- the Northern High School “Silent Knights” program is kicking off
today!!!
In the past, we called it our “Angel Tree” but have since changed it up a bit to better suit our school.
Here are some frequently asked questions and answers regarding the Knights that are available.
Will I know what student I get?
No, everything is done by numbers. Ms. Faraone has a spreadsheet with all of the information on it but
for the student’s confidentiality, you will not know who you picked. The Knights have age, gender and
then items listed.
How much should we spend?
There is no set limit on how much should be spent. Do what is best for you and your family or coworkers
(if you’re pairing up). Shopping deals is one way that we know many teachers have stated they plan to
get more for their money! We don’t want to set a minimum and have people feel like they have to
spend that amount.
Can I ask my church or other organization to help?
YES! We believe we have plenty of staff to sponsor students but we can always identify additional
students who may need assistance. Many of the parents did not include themselves on the list--- We are
certain that giftcards for the parents would be appreciated.
Do all items have to be new?
No, as long as they are in good condition, or something similar to be able to provide more for the
students. Some students have requested larger items- these may be more affordable if they are gently
used and in good condition. Obviously, items like undergarments please make sure they are new.
When are gifts due?
In order for us to deliver the gifts, please have them wrapped, labeled and brought to Ms. Faraone’s
office by Wednesday December 12th by the end of the day. Every wrapped present/gift bag will need to
include the NUMBER of the student that you received. This is the only way we will be able to get the
correct gifts to the correct families.
Last year, we had a tremendous turn out; we were so impressed with the number of staff, families, and
community partners that came forward to help our students.
Please let me know if you have any questions and feel free to email Ms. Faraone if you’d like to adopt a
Knight (lindsey.faraone@dpsnc.net) 💙💛🎄

